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The project is implemented by 6 partners
from Spain, Cyprus, Germany, Italy and
Greece.
Federation MESTRAL (Lead partner):
organization for social and labor inclusion
of people with disabilities (Spain).
Association Open Europe: educational
and training center (Spain).
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COMCY: organization in Cyprus with experience in training.
Wisamar: an education provider in Germany,
acting in vocational and adult education.
Istituto Dei Sordi: a vocational training
center for disabled adult students (Italy).
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p-consulting: an IT and training company
in Patras (Greece).
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What is InclEUsion?

Objectives

Target Groups

InclEUsion is an Erasmus+ (KA2) project,

Build the capacity of educators to
recognize cases of double discrimination.

Adults involved in non-formal and
informal education of immigrants with disabilities: social workers, teachers, mentors,
professors, etc.

aiming to promote social inclusion for
immigrants with disabilities in Europe,
by extending and developing the competences of adult educators who work with
immigrants with disabilities.

Promote social inclusion of immigrants with disabilities and long-term
health conditions through non-formal/
informal learning.
Strengthen professional competences of educators to handle cases of
double discrimination in an educational
context.
Strengthen the capacity and ability
of organizations providing learning opportunities to immigrants with disabilities.

Adults dealing with immigrants with
disabilities: family members, staﬀ/volunteers
of disability organisations, etc.
Educational centres and NGOs dealing
with immigrants
Public bodies dealing with migrant
integration policies
Policy makers in the ﬁeld of migrant
integration

Expected outcomes
Interactive database with information about legislation, social services,
social welfare and protection system accessibility information and organizations which
provide advice, advocacy and practical support to immigrants in partners’ countries.
Online course for adult educators
who are designing and delivering learning
activities to/with immigrants with disabilities

